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Predistortion (PD) lineariser for microwave power amplifiers (PAs) is an important topic of research. With larger and larger band-
width as it appears today in modern WiMax standards as well as in multichannel base stations for 3GPP standards, the relatively
simple nonlinear effect of a PA becomes a complex memory-including function, severely distorting the output signal. In this
contribution, two digital PD algorithms are investigated for the linearisation of microwave PAs in mobile communications. The
first one is an efficient and low-complexity algorithm based on a memoryless model, called the simplicial canonical piecewise
linear (SCPWL) function that describes the static nonlinear characteristic of the PA. The second algorithm is more general, ap-
proximating the pre-inverse filter of a nonlinear PA iteratively using a Volterra model. The first simpler algorithm is suitable for
compensation of amplitude compression and amplitude-to-phase conversion, for example, in mobile units with relatively small
bandwidths. The second algorithm can be used to linearise PAs operating with larger bandwidths, thus exhibiting memory effects,
for example, in multichannel base stations. A measurement testbed which includes a transmitter-receiver chain with a microwave
PA is built for testing and prototyping of the proposed PD algorithms. In the testing phase, the PD algorithms are implemented
using MATLAB (floating-point representation) and tested in record-and-playback mode. The iterative PD algorithm is then im-
plemented on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) using fixed-point representation. The FPGA implementation allows the
pre-inverse filter to be tested in a real-time mode. Measurement results show excellent linearisation capabilities of both the pro-
posed algorithms in terms of adjacent channel power suppression. It is also shown that the fixed-point FPGA implementation of
the iterative algorithm performs as well as the floating-point implementation.

Copyright © 2008 Ernst Aschbacher et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.

1. INTRODUCTION

Future mobile communication systems are intended to pro-
vide multimedia communications which require high-speed
broadband transmissions. These systems have to make effi-
cient use of the sparse and valuable spectrum while providing
reliable communication. Linear signaling such as high-order
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is used as an effi-
cient means to fulfill the high data rate requirement. Orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation
is extensively employed and proposed for many broadband
systems (e.g., WLAN, WiMax [1, 2], LTE of 3GPP [3]) due
to its spectral efficiency and robustness in multipath envi-

ronments. The drawback of such schemes is their high peak-
to-average power ratio (PAPR), which requires the transmit-
ter system to be highly linear, especially the power amplifiers
(PAs), in order to avoid nonlinear distortion. Nonlinear am-
plification produces in-band, as well as out-of-band distor-
tion. While the increased error rate due to in-band distor-
tion can be reduced using error correction coding, linearisa-
tion techniques are needed in order to limit the out-of-band
power so that the stringent spectral mask requirements of
such communications systems can be met.

With the use of a linearisation technique, nonlinear dis-
tortion can be compensated while the PA is driven into
the nonlinear region to gain power efficiency. A remarkable
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amount of research activities on linearisation techniques,
both in analogue and digital domains, are notable in the lit-
erature of the past two decades. Examples of analogue lin-
earisers are feedforward linearisation, Cartesian loop feed-
back lineariser [4] and PDs implemented using analogue
components [5–7]. Digital linearisers are mainly predistor-
tion based. In the late 1980s through the mid 1990s, many
look-up table (LUT) based digital PDs were proposed [8–10].
LUT-based designs are limited by the slow adaptation due to
their huge table size, especially when memory effects of the
PA are considered.

Another type of digital PD is based on parametric mod-
els, in which the PD is described, for example, by a Volterra
system [11], a polynomial function, a piecewise linear func-
tion or other PA model specific functions, such as the Saleh
model [12]. The number of adaptive parameters is signifi-
cantly reduced as compared to the LUT-based PD, so that
the hardware complexity can also be kept low. Digital PD is
advantageous compared to analogue schemes as it provides
more flexibility (e.g., future system changes are more easily
supported), and adaptivity is easy to incorporate. It is also
more robust, for instance, its linearisation performance does
not depend on difficult to tune analogue components as in
the feedforward linearisation method [4]. Digital PDs also
offer higher linearity, as well as better power efficiency and
cost effectiveness compared to their analogue counterparts.
Recently, digital baseband PDs have become more feasible
than before due to the rapid improvement of digital signal
processing (DSP) technology.

Most of the PDs proposed in the literature are validated
by computer simulations and the PA to be linearised is of-
ten an analytical or characteristic nonlinear function. How-
ever, implementation of the PD algorithm on hardware and
evaluation based on measurement of the actual linearisation
of a practical PA better decribes the behavior of a proposed
PD. There are only a handful of publications which con-
sidered hardware implementation and validation of the PDs
based on measurement of practical PAs. For example, [13–
16] reported implementation of LUT-based digital PDs on
DSP/FPGA hardware and validated on real PAs in measure-
ment testbeds. Another example of a partial hardware im-
plementation of a parametric model PD is reported in [17],
where the training algorithm of a memory polynomial PD is
implemented on a Texas Instruments’ floating-point digital
signal processor (TMS320C67xx). In [18] crest-factor reduc-
tion and digital predistortion are evaluated in a record-and-
playback fashion, but not using a fixed-point and real-time
hardware implementation. Also in [19] a memory polyno-
mial PD is evaluated on a PA in a record-and-playback mode.

In this paper, two parametric models, which are rather
different in their nature, are considered for modeling the
digital PDs. One is the simplicial canonical piecewise linear
(SCPWL) function, which is suitable for modeling memory-
less nonlinearities. The linear affine property of the SCPWL
function is exploited for developing a computationally ef-
ficient PD identification algorithm. The SCPWL PD pa-
rameters are identified without involving complex numer-
ical computation such as matrix inversion. Another is the
Volterra series that is suitable for modeling nonlinearities

with memory. As the pre-inverse of the Volterra model PA
is difficult to obtain analytically, iterative methods based on
the Newton-Raphson method and successive approximation
method are employed to identify the Volterra model PD.
The secant method instead of the standard Newton-Raphson
method is used in order to relax the requirement for an an-
alytic PA model and to reduce the computaional burden on
computing the step size. Convergence analysis by simulations
for these iterative methods is provided.

A measurement testbed was built for measuring, testing,
and prototyping of the PD algorithms. The nonlinear char-
acteristics of a test PA (Minicircuits MC-ZVE8G [20]) was
measured. The input-output data obtained by exciting the
test PA with a broadband multitone signal is used for iden-
tification of the PDs. Then the performance of the identified
PDs in linearising the test PA is evaluated by measurement.
The testbed also provides facilities for the chosen PD algo-
rithm to be implemented on digital hardware. An iterative
PD algorithm was implemented on an FPGA. Measurement
results prove excellent linearisation quality.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we moti-
vate the need for PD linearisers in communications systems
and formulate the PD problem. Section 3 gives an overview
of the nonlinear models with and without memory consid-
ered for modeling the PA and PD in this paper. The proposed
PD algorithms are presented in Section 4 followed by the
setup of the measurement testbed in Section 5. In Section 6,
the linearisation performance of the PDs is evaluated in the
offline measurement mode. Section 7 discusses the FPGA
implementation of the iterative Volterra model PD. Measure-
ment results of the PD running in real-time on an FPGA are
presented in this section as well. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 8.

Notation

Discrete-time signal sequences are denoted by italic small cap
font with the time index denoted by n within square brack-
ets, for example, x[n]. Signal operators are denoted by upper-
case blackboard font, for example,H{·} in y[n] = H{x[n]}.
The operator H (generally a nonlinear operator in this pa-
per) transforms the signal x[n] into the signal y[n]. Scalar
functions are denoted by italic small cap font with argument
within parentheses, for example, f (·). Vectors are in lower-
case boldface letters and matrices are in upper-case boldface
letters. Signals are in general complex-valued unless other-
wise stated.

2. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Power efficiency and linearity of the power amplifier (PA)
are two equally important but contradicting requirements
in mobile communications systems. If the PA system in the
base station is operated inefficiently, the maintenance costs
and power consumption will become significantly higher and
the life span of the PA will also be reduced. Power efficiency
is particularly important in the mobile units for prolonging
the battery life. However, due to intrinsic properties, power
efficient PAs are nonlinear. Nonlinear distortion results in
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in-band signal distortion and spectral regrowth in the am-
plified signal. These effects lead to increased bit-error rate at
the receiver and violation of regulatory specifications on ad-
jacant channel power (see, e.g., [21]).

The efficiency of a radio-frequency (RF) PA is usually
measured by the power-added efficiency (PAE)

η = PRF,out − PRF,in

PDC
, (1)

whereby PRF,out and PRF,in denote the RF output and RF in-
put powers of the PA, respectively, and PDC is the supplied
DC power. It measures how efficient DC power is converted
to RF output power, excluding the power due to the RF in-
put signal. In a system that transmits signals with fluctuating
envelope, for example, OFDM or CDMA signals, a signifi-
cant amount of power back-off (reducing PRF,in) is typically
required in order to limit nonlinear distortion caused by the
PA. However, when power back-off is imposed, power effi-
ciency is reduced. This can be observed from the simple re-
lationship in (1). When the input signal power is reduced,
the effective RF output power, that is, the numerator in (1),
decreases while PDC remains constant, leading to a reduced
PAE. The typical values of PAE achieved in today’s PAs for 3G
mobile communication base stations without linearisation
(operated in the linear region) are around 20%, whereas PAs
in handsets achieve around 40% efficiency [22]. Therefore,
in order to meet regulatory requirements on adjacent chan-
nel power and signal quality while operating the PA power
efficiently, linearisation techniques are required. In this pa-
per digital predistortion linearisers are considered.

2.1. Formulation of the predistortion problem

In designing the PD, the relationship between the nonlinear
system and the PD has to be established first. Figure 1 illus-
trates the discrete-time, baseband equivalent system of a pre-
distortion filter P placed in cascade with a nonlinear system
N. The lower branch represents an ideal linear PA L where
the output is d[n] = L{u[n]} = g·u[n − Δ]. The nonlinear
system N may include the digital-to-analogue converter, I-Q
modulators, RF mixer, and most importantly the PA system
which may be of single or multiple stages. The predistortion
filter P should be designed such that the output y[n] is as
close as possible to the linearly amplified (and delayed) ver-
sion of the input signal, that is,

y[n] = N{P{u[n]
}} ≈ d[n] = L{u[n]} = g·u[n− Δ].

(2)

Here, Δ denotes the introduced delay and g is the targeted
linear gain. Note that P is the pre-inverse filter of N. In order
to identify the predistortion filter P, the nonlinear system N
is first modeled and expressed as a nonlinear function. In this
paper two nonlinear functions, that is, the simplicial canon-
ical piecewise linear function and the Volterra series are em-
ployed for modeling N. Then algorithms are deviced to find
the pre-inverse P of these functions, that is, the PDs. The PD
identification algorithms are presented in Section 4.

NP

L

u[n]
z[n]

y[n]

d[n]

Figure 1: Linearisation problem.

Next, a simplified description of how a digital PD is put
in operation in practice is given. Figure 2 shows a block di-
agram of a typical transmitter employing a digital predistor-
tion (DPD) system. The input signal u[n], consisting of the
in-phase I[n] and quadrature-phase component Q[n] is pre-
filtered by a nonlinear predistortion filter. After digital-to-
analogue conversion the signals modulate the carrier at the
transmit frequency fc. Before transmission, this analogue RF
signal is amplified by a power amplifier. Ideally, a feedback
path is used to feed the output signal back to the PD identifi-
cation algorithm in order to track the behaviour fluctuation
of the PA due to temperature variation, aging, or changing of
operational mode, for example, in multichannel PAs. Then,
the transmitted signal is a linearly amplified version of the
input signal if the PD is properly identified.

3. POWER AMPLIFIERMODELS

This section presents the two functions used in this work for
modeling the PA and subsequently the PD. First, the simpli-
cial canonical piecewise linear function (SCPWL) which is
suitable for modeling static nonlinearities is presented. Fol-
lowing, the Volterra series, which can be used to model non-
linearities with memory, is presented.

3.1. Static model: SCPWL function

A piecewise linear (PWL) function is a function that divides
the input space into a finite number of partitions, each de-
scribed by a linear affine function. Conventional PWL func-
tions are expressed region by region and thus require a huge
amount of coefficients. A compact form known as the canon-
ical PWL function was first introduced in [23]. It is expressed
as a global function with much fewer coefficients than the
conventional PWL function. More recently, the concept of
simplicial partition is used in [24] to develop PWL functions
in an even more compact form. This class of PWL functions
is known as the simplicial canonical piecewise linear (SCPWL)
functions. PWL functions have been used for modeling and
analysis of nonlinear circuits [25, 26] but are still uncommon
for modeling PA nonlinearities.

There are a few advantages of modeling static nonlin-
earities using a PWL function compared to a polynomial.
With proper partitioning of the input space, the PWL func-
tion can approximate strong nonlinearities (sharp compres-
sion/expansion) more accurately. It does not pose numeri-
cal problems such as the Runge phenomenon [27] exhibited
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Figure 2: Concept of digital predistortion.

by high-order polynomials. Moreover, parameter estimation
for polynomials often involves inversion of a Vandermonde
matrix which is usually ill-conditioned. In the contrary, the
structure provided by the linear affine property of a PWL
function allows an efficient parameter estimation algorithm
which does not involve matrix inversion [28].

The SCPWL function [24] in R1 with positive real input
r is expressed as

fβ(r) = c0 +
σ−1∑

i=1

ciλi(r) = cTΛβ(r), (3)

where Λβ(r) = [1, λ1(r), . . . , λσ−1(r)]T is the basis function

vector and c = [c0, . . . , cσ−1]T is the SCPWL coefficient vec-
tor. The breakpoints β = [β1,β2, . . . ,βσ]T are predefined and
can be chosen to optimally fit a given nonlinear function, σ
is the number of breakpoints. In (3), the subscript in Λβ(r)
and fβ(r) indicates the chosen set of breakpoints for a given
nonlinearity that the SCPWL function is modeling. The ith
basis function is given as

λi(r) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1
2

(
r − βi +

∣
∣r − βi

∣
∣), r ≤ βσ ,

1
2

(
βσ − βi +

∣
∣βσ − βi

∣
∣), r > βσ .

(4)

The SCPWL function is suitable for modeling static non-
linearities such as AM/AM and AM/PM functions. Let the
baseband input and output signals be represented by z[n] =
rz[n]e jϕz[n] and y[n] = ry[n]e j(ϕz[n]+ϕ[n]), where rz[n] and
ry[n] denote the magnitude of the input and output signals,
respectively. Then the AM/AM and AM/PM conversions can
be approximated using two SCPWL functions as

fr
(
rz[n]

) = ry[n] = cTr Λβr

(
rz[n]

)
,

fϕ
(
rz[n]

) = ϕ[n] = cTϕΛβϕ

(
rz[n]

)
,

(5)

where βr and βϕ are the breakpoints vectors of the AM/AM
and AM/PM functions, respectively.

3.2. Dynamicmodel: Volterra series

The Volterra series is known as the most complete function
for describing dynamic nonlinear systems [29, 30]. It is a

functional power series of the form (if not specified, integra-
tion and summation limits are from −∞ to∞)

y(t) = H{z(t)}

= h0 +
∞∑

p=1

∫

· · ·
∫

hp
(
t, τ1, . . . , τ p

)

× z
(
τ1
) · · · z(τ p

)
dτ1 · · ·dτp,

(6)

in whichH is a nonlinear functional of the continuous func-
tion z(t), h0 is a constant, t is a parameter, and hp(· · · ), p ≥
1, are continuous functions, called the Volterra kernels. If
p = 1 the Volterra series reduces to the input-output rep-
resentation of a simpler system:

y(t) = h0 +
∫

h1
(
t, τ1

)
z
(
τ1
)
dτ1. (7)

If furthermore h0 = 0, a linear system is obtained and the
Volterra series reduces to a convolution. A Volterra series de-
scribes a large class of nonlinear systems, namely, all con-
tinuous nonlinear systems with fading memory [31]. Here,
a truncated and stationary Volterra series is used to model
the power amplifier. Taking into account the bandpass nature
of the power amplifier, the discrete-time complex baseband
Volterra model of the power amplifier is [32]

y[n] = N{z[n]}

=
P−1∑

p=0

H2p+1{z[n]} =
P−1∑

p=0

∑

n2p+1∈N2p+1

h2p+1[n2p+1]

×
p+1∏

i=1

z
[
n− ni

]
2p+1∏

i=p+2

z∗
[
n− ni

]
.

(8)

For notational compactness, the vector n2p+1 = [n1, . . . ,
n2p+1]T is used. This model can be easily simplified to the
static case (i.e., memoryless), where the kernels reduce to
scalars:

y[n] = e j arg {z[n]}
P−1∑

p=0

h2p+1|z[n]|2p+1 = e j arg {z[n]} f
(
rz[n]

)
.

(9)
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The (complex) nonlinear transformation can be rewritten as

f
(
rz[n]

) = fr
(
rz[n]

)
e j fϕ(rz[n]), (10)

with the AM/AM transformation fr(rz[n]) = | f (rz[n])| and
the AM/PM conversion fϕ(rz[n]) = arg { f (rz[n])}. The P
complex parameters h2p+1, p = 0, . . . ,P − 1, are the model
parameters and describe the AM/AM, as well as the AM/PM
conversion.

4. PREDISTORTION FILTERS

This section discusses the PD identification algorithms. A
non-iterative method known as the image coordinate map-
ping (ICM) method [28] is employed for identifying the
SCPWL PD. The ICM method is discussed in Section 4.1.
Two iterative methods are considered for approximating the
pre-inverse of the Volterra model PD, one based on the
Newton-Raphson method and the other is a successive ap-
proximation method. The iterative methods are presented in
Section 4.2 together with the analysis of their convergence
behaviour.

4.1. Identification of the SCPWL PD:
non-iterative solution

The ICM method is developed by exploiting the linear
affine property of the SCPWL function. The ICM method is
founded on the mirror image resemblance of the PA and PD’s
static nonlinearities along the unit linear gain line. When the
static nonlinearity of a PA is modeled using a PWL function,
each linear affine subregion is defined by a straight line con-
necting two coordinates. Based on this property, the PWL
subregions of the PD can be obtained by finding the mirror
images of the coordinates that define these linear affine func-
tions of the PA. The concept of vector projection (in this case,
reflection) using a transformation matrix is used in the ICM
method [28] for finding the PD coordinates.

Consider a unit desired linear gain at the output of the
PD-PA cascade. The transformation of b to the image coor-
dinates b′ as shown in Figure 3(a) can be performed using a
2-by-2 antidiagonal matrix with the nonzero elements equal
one as

[
x′

y′

]

=
[

0 1
1 0

][
x
y

]

. (11)

This transformation swaps the input and output of the PA.
In effect, the mirror image connotes an inverse function of
the PA. However, in practice, the desired linear gain is rarely
chosen as one.1 For non-unity linear gain, the PD function
is not an exact mirror image of the PA. The input-output re-
lation of the PD’s linear affine functions must also take into
account the desired linear gain g. This amplification factor

1 A reasonable choice of the desired linear gain is to choose a value that
leads to a maximum linearisation range, for example, up to the saturation
point of an AM/AM characteristic.

can be incorporated either by multiplying the output of the
PD by g or dividing the input of the PD by g. Notice that the
output space of the PD must coincide with the input space
of the PA. The gain must therefore be incorporated in the in-
put range of the PD. Thus, the ICM matrix for an arbitrary
desired linear gain g is given as

Q =

⎡

⎢
⎣

0
1
g

1 0

⎤

⎥
⎦ . (12)

The PD coordinates are then obtained as

b′ = Qb. (13)

Figure 3(b) shows an example of the nonlinear characteristic
of the SCPWL PD with respect to the PA characteristic when
g = 1.2.

Once all the image coordinates b′k (for k = 1, . . . , σ) are
obtained, the breakpoints for the PD β′ and the correspond-
ing amplitude responses fβ′(r = β′) are obtained. Substitut-
ing into (3), the SCPWL function for the PD can now be
written as

fβ′
(
ri = β′i

) = ΛT
β′
(
ri = β′i

)
c′, (14)

where c′ is the coefficients vector of the PD that needs to
be identified. By collecting (14) for i = 1, . . . , σ into matrix-
vector form, we have

fβ′(r = β′) = Lβ′(r = β′)c′, (15)

where the matrix Lβ′(β
′) = [Λβ′(β

′
1), Λβ′(β

′
2), . . . ,Λβ′(β

′
σ)]T

is the basis function matrix evaluated at the PD partition
points β′.

Note that Lβ′(β
′) is a nonsingular square matrix. The

inverse can be obtained by performing some linear opera-
tions on Lβ′(β

′). It is shown in [33] that its inverse LI(β
′) ≡

Lβ′
−1(β′) has nonzero elements only on the main diagonal

and two lower diagonals. Due to the linear affine property of
the SCPWL function, these nonzero elements can be com-
puted from the knowledge of the partition points β′. This
computation involves only subtractions and divisions. Thus,
the SCPWL PD coefficients can be obtained without invok-
ing matrix inversion as

c′ = LI(β
′)fβ′(β

′), (16)

with low computational complexity.

4.2. Identification of the Volterra PD: iterative solution

As mentioned earlier, PD models are identified as the pre-
inverse of the PA model. In general, the pre-inverse systems
of nonlinear systems with memory, for example, the Volterra
model considered in this paper, are not easily determined an-
alytically. In [34] a method for the construction of the pth-
order pre-inverse filter for Volterra systems is introduced.
However, this method is rather complicated, which makes it
unsuitable for practical implementation. Instead of identify-
ing the model parameters of the PD, iterative methods can be
used to find the predistorted signals directly.
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Figure 3: Mirror image resemblance of PA and PD nonlinearities.

4.2.1. Root search: secant method

By reorganizing the relationship of the nonlinear system and
the PD in (2) to

N{z[n]} − g·u[n− Δ] = Tu{z[n]} = 0, (17)

the problem of finding the predistortion filter P is reformu-
lated. The task is now to search the root z∗[n] of (17), which
is the output of the predistortion filter, see Figure 1. For
most nonlinear operators N (here, N is the power amplifier
model), an analytic solution is not known. But the root z∗[n]
can be searched iteratively which gives an approximate solu-
tion. A common method to solve nonlinear equations, which
can also be applied to functionals, is the Newton-Raphson
method [35]. In this case the iterative algorithm reads

zi+1[n] = zi[n]− 1
∂zN {zi[n]}Tu

{
zi[n]

}
, i ≥ 0. (18)

The advantage of the Newton-Raphson method is its rapid
convergence. In the neighbourhood of the solution, the
method converges with quadratic order. If εi[n] = ‖zi[n] −
z∗[n]‖/‖z∗[n]‖ denotes the relative error at iteration-step i,
then

εi+1[n]∼εi[n]2. (19)

This rapid convergence is achieved at a high computational
cost since the reciprocal value of ∂zN{zi[n]} has to be com-
puted. Convergence of the Newton-Raphson method cannot
be guaranteed but is generally achieved if the initial guess
z0[n] is not too far from the solution z∗[n].

Furthermore, notice that this method requires the
derivative of the PA model ∂zN to be evaluated at zi[n], that

is, the model has to be analytic. Most PA models, for ex-
ample, (8), are not analytic (see, e.g., the special case for
the static model (9)—the function |z[n]| is analytic only at
z[n] = 0). Since the Newton-Raphson method is not appli-
cable to the Volterra PA model, an alternative algorithm is
searched for. The Newton-Raphson step size can be approx-
imated using the secant method. In this case Tu{z[n]} need
not be analytic. The iterative secant algorithm reads

zi+1[n] = zi[n]− zi[n]− zi−1[n]
N{zi[n]} −N{zi−1[n]}Tu

{
zi[n]

}
,

i ≥ 0 , z−1[n], z0[n] given.

(20)

The derivative ∂zN{zi[n]} is approximated with the secant.
The complexity is significantely reduced compared to the
standard Newton-Raphson method, since for the calculation
of the secant, only N{zi[n]} has to be calculated. But this has
to be computed in any case for the calculation of Tu{zi[n]}
(cf. (17)).

Two initial values are needed. Since it is expected that
the solution is only slightly different from the input signal
(as long as the power amplifier is not heavily nonlinear), the
input signal z0[n] = u[n] is used. The second initial value
z−1[n] = 0, for simplicity. Also this algorithm is not guar-
anteed to converge. The convergence depends on the initial
values z−1[n] and z0[n]—if they are sufficiently close to the
solution the algorithm converges. It is shown, for example, in
[36], that the convergence rate is

εi+1[n]∼εi[n]φ, (21)

whereby φ = (1/2)(1 +
√

5) ≈ 1.618 is the golden ratio. It
is slower than the convergence rate of the Newton-Raphson
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method but can be improved if instead of zi−1[n] in (20) a
value closer to zi[n] is used, for example,

z̃i−1[n] = λzi[n] + (1− λ)zi−1[n], λ ∈ [0, 1). (22)

As λ approaches one, the derivative is better approximated
with the secant. For simplicity of the hardware realization,
the conventional secant algorithm with λ = 0 is used in both
the offline MATLAB and the real-time FPGA implementa-
tions (see Sections 5–7).

4.2.2. Fixed-point search: successive approximation

The problem of determining the PD filter can be reformu-
lated in yet another way [37]. If the nonlinear modelN allows
for an additive decomposition, that is,

N{z[n]} = H1{z[n]} +
P−1∑

p=1

H2p+1{z[n]}, (23)

the problem (2) can be rewritten as a fixed-point equation in
z[n] as

z[n] = H−1
1

{

g·u[n− Δ]−
P−1∑

p=1

H2p+1{z[n]}
}

= Su{z[n]}.

(24)

The fixed-point z[n] is the output of the PD filter for the in-
put u[n]. This fixed-point is determined iteratively with the
method of successive approximation [35, 37]

zi+1[n] = Su{zi[n]}, i ≥ 0, z0[n] is given. (25)

This method can only be used if the problem can be brought
into a fixed-point equation in terms of z[n]. This is possi-
ble for models that allow for an additive decomposition like
(23) and where the first termH1 can be inverted, for example,
Volterra models with a linear part that can be inverted. Other
nonlinear models may not allow such a fixed-point formula-
tion.

The advantage of the successive approximation method
compared with the secant method is that the convergence
analysis can be performed using the contraction mapping
theorem [37]. It provides a sufficient condition for conver-
gence and states that the successive approximation converges
to the fixed-point if the operator Su is contractive on a closed
set of a Banach space [35]. This convergence analysis is tech-
nically complex, for instance, the norms of the operators
H2p+1 in (24) have to be determined in order to ascertain that
the operator Su is contractive. In practice the norms can only
be upper-bounded, so that the analysis gives in general rather
conservative results which are often not very helpful in prac-
tice.

The convergence rate of successive approximation is lin-
ear, that is,

εi+1[n]∼εi[n], (26)

thus is much smaller than the convergence rate of the
Newton-Raphson or secant method. The consequence is

that more iterations have to be performed for achieving a
certain linearisation accuracy compared to the former two
methods, meaning that hardware complexity is increased.
In Section 4.2.3 it is shown by simulations that for a cer-
tain linearisation accuracy more iterations have to be per-
formed with successive approximation compared to the se-
cant method.

4.2.3. Convergence rate

In order to compare the convergence rate of the two meth-
ods, the secant method and the successive approximation, an
example Volterra model is linearised. The parameters of the
Volterra model are obtained using input/output data gen-
erated with an RF-circuit simulation using ADS [38]. The
simulated PA is a Motorola LDMOS amplifier (MRF21125).
Based on this data (WCDMA input signal, one channel) the
parameters of a Volterra model N (cf. (8)) are estimated.
This assures that the example system to be linearised is re-
alistic. The Volterra model is of fifth-order and each ker-
nel has a memory length of two samples (sampling rate is
3.84 MHz× 8 = 30.72 MHz). In total 20 (complex) parame-
ters are necessary. The linearisation error is defined as

Jlin(i)[dB] = 10 log
(‖elin,i[n]‖2

2

‖d[n]‖2
2

)
, (27)

with

elin,i[n] = yi[n]− d[n] = N{zi[n]} − g·u[n− Δ], (28)

whereby zi[n] is calculated with the secant method (20) or
with successive approximation (25) and applied to the PA
modelN{·}. According to (21) the error decreases with every
iteration step by approximately 16 dB if the secant method is
used, whereas with successive approximation the error de-
creases with approximately 10 dB per iteration, correspond-
ing to the linear convergence behaviour of this method, see
(26). Figure 4 presents a graphical illustration.

Due to the slow convergence, the successive approxima-
tion method is too costly in terms of hardware rescources
for implementation in an FPGA. Therefore, only the se-
cant method is implemented. The successive approximation
method is presented here for comparison.

5. THE PROTOTYPING SYSTEM

In this work, the proposed PDs are designed using measure-
ment data obtained by exciting the Minicircuits MC-ZVE8G
[20] test PA with a broadband multisine signal. Then per-
formance of the PD algorithms on linearising the test PA is
evaluated by measurements. In this section, the setup of the
measurement testbed is first presented. Then, the two test
modes for testing the PD algorithms, namely, the offline test
and real-time test, are defined. The limitations of the mea-
surement testbed are also briefly discussed.

5.1. Measurement testbed

The testbed used in the work for measurements, testing, and
prototyping consists of a digital signal processing (DSP) part
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Figure 4: Comparison of the convergence rate of the secant method
and the method of successive approximation.

and a radio frequency (RF) processing part. The DSP part is
built up with a host computer and DSP hardware, and the RF
part includes basic RF transceiver hardware and the test PA
MC-ZVE8G. In the following, the setup of these two parts is
detailed.

5.1.1. Digital signal processing part

Figure 5 illustrates the DSP part with hardware involved in
the testbed. The interface between the host computer and
the DSP hardware is provided by the Sundance SMT310Q
[39] peripheral component interface (PCI) card that carries
all DSP hardware on it.

Two Sundance SMT351-G memory modules [40] are
mounted on this carrier board, giving a total of 2 GB memory
for input-output (IO) data storage. The Sundance SMT370-
AC [41] module provides the ADC/DAC functions. This
module is equipped with the AD9777 [42] DAC from Ana-
log Devices which implements also a digital I-Q modulator.
Using this I-Q modulator, the baseband signal is digitally
modulated onto an intermediate frequency (IF) carrier (cen-
ter frequency 70 MHz) before DA conversion. The Sundance
SMT370-AC module is also equipped with a Xilinx Virtex-
2 XC2V1000 FPGA [43], which allows a proposed PD algo-
rithm to be implemented and tested in real time.

The Sundance SMT365 digital signal processor (DSP)
module configures all other modules. It configures the
ADC/DAC and commands data transfer from the host com-
puter to the memory module and then to the SMT370-AC
module and vice versa. When the PD algorithm is imple-
mented on the FPGA, it sets the model parameters of the PD
filter on the FPGA after each update of the parameters set.

5.1.2. Radio frequency part

The block diagram of the RF part of the testbed is shown in
Figure 6. In the transmit path, an attenuator is placed before
the up-converter to reduce the power of the transmitted sig-
nal. This is done to minimize the nonlinear effect caused by
the up-converter. Then the signal is mixed to a center fre-
quency fc = 2.45 GHz and filtered. A preamplifier is used to
amplify the signal at the output of the up-converter to a suf-
ficient level. An adjustable attenuator is used to control the
input-power backoff (IBO) level of the signal to the test PA.

After the PA, the signal is fed back to the receive path.
Again, the output signal of the PA is attenuated to ensure
linearity of the down-converter. A common local oscillator
is used for both the up-converter and the down-converter
in order to avoid phase imbalance. The signal is down-
converted to IF and filtered. The IF signal is amplified before
the ADC so that the dynamic range of the ADC is optimally
utilized.

5.2. Testmodes

In this work, the proposed PDs in Section 4 are first iden-
tified and tested using a synthetic PA model in MATLAB.
The linearisation performance is measured by the adjacent
channel power ratio (ACPR) of the PA output signal. In the
simulated environment, the power spectral density of the PA
output signal showed that the proposed PD algorithms to be
evaluated on a practical PA were successful in suppressing the
ACPR.

Next, the PD algorithms are brought to test on a practical
PA MC-ZVE8G on the testbed. A spectrum analyzer is used
to examine the linearisation performance based on the ACPR
of the PA output signal. The testbed supports two test modes
for testing the performance of the proposed PDs, namely, the
offline mode and the real-time mode. The configuration of
the RF part is common for the two test modes. In both test
modes, the nonlinear characteristics of the PA (modeled us-
ing an SCPWL function or a Volterra filter) are identified in
the host computer using algorithms implemented in MAT-
LAB. Different configurations in the DSP part that determine
the test mode are as follows.

In the offline mode, the PDs are also identified in the host
computer. Then, the input data is predistorted with the iden-
tified PD and transferred back to the memory module. In
this mode, the predistorted signal is computed using double-
precision floating-point arithmetic in MATLAB. From the
memory, the predistorted signal is transmitted directly to the
DAC and subsequently to the PA via the RF part. The FPGA
is bypassed. The offline test examines the PD performance in
a record-and-playback fashion. Both the SCPWL PD and the
Secant-Volterra PD are tested in this mode. The results of the
offline test are discussed in Section 6.

In the real-time mode, the PD algorithm is implemented
on the FPGA. The PA model parameters identified in the host
computer are transferred to the FPGA for implementation of
the PD filter. Then, the excitation signal data is sent to the
memory without being predistorted. From the memory, the
data is transmitted through the PD filter on the FPGA and
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predistorted in a real-time manner, see Figure 5. Then the
data is sent to the PA to examine the linearisation perfor-
mance. In this test mode, the predistorted signal is computed
using fixed-point precision. Note that the PA characteristic
is assumed to be varying very slowly. Thus, the PA model
is not updated continuously with every incoming data sam-
ple. The identification algorithm determines the PA model
in a block-based manner. In the real-time test mode, the PA
model is determined with the first block of IO data. In prac-
tice, the PA model can be updated with another block of IO
data whenever changes in the PA characteristic are detected,
for instance, due to aging or sudden changes of operation
mode (e.g., a new channel is added in multichannel applica-
tions). The FPGA implementation of the Secant-Volterra PD
and the real-time test results are presented in Section 7.

5.3. Limitations of the testbed

The testbed poses certain limitations in measurement of the
nonlinear PA characteristics due to the imperfection of the
available RF hardware.

As the up-converter and down-converter are nonlinear
devices, the power level of the signals before these devices
has to be attenuated. As a result, a low output signal level
is obtained. Thus, after up-conversion and down-conversion
preamplification is necessary to boost the signal to a suffi-

cient level to drive the test PA and for the signal to cover
a meaningful range of the ADC, respectively. However, the
preamplification increases the measurement noise floor. The
increased noise floor results in a smaller dynamic range, that
is, approximately 50 dB, as compared to 60 dB when mea-
surement is done before the down-converter. This is evident
in the measurements of the signal spectrum which are pre-
sented in the following two sections.

Another issue is due to the filters of the up-converter and
down-converter which are bandlimited to 20 MHz. In order
to model up to the fifth-order intermodulation distortion
(IMD), the excitation signal bandwidth is limited to under
4 MHz. In this work, the excitation signal used is a multisine
signal with 5 MHz bandwidth. Thus, the setup can only fully
capture up to the third-order IMD caused by the PA.

6. THE OFFLINE TEST

The linearisation performance of the SCPWL PD and the se-
cant Volterra PD are evaluated in the offline mode. Two test
cases were considered. First, the PA is driven to a mildly non-
linear region where only third-order IMD is observed at the
output spectrum, that is, with sufficient IBO. In the second
test case, the PA is driven further into the nonlinear region.
The results of these two test cases are presented in the follow-
ing two subsections.

6.1. Results: mildly nonlinear PA

In this test, the SCPWL PD employed ten PWL partitions
while the secant Volterra PD used a third-order power series
as in (29) to model the PA, and the PD output is obtained by
three iterations of (20).

Figure 7 shows the compensation results for the weakly
nonlinear PA. The spectrum is measured after the down-
converter at 70 MHz centre frequency. For comparison, an
IBO was imposed on the uncompensated PA so that the in-
band power of the signal is leveled to that of the compensated
output. Results show that both the SCPWL PD and the secant
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Figure 7: Measured power spectra of a PA driven into a weakly
nonlinear region, comparison of a PA with IBO, secant Volterra PD,
and SCPWL PD.

Volterra PD were able to reduce the adjacent channel power
by approximately 12 dB to 15 dB.

6.2. Results : strongly nonlinear PA

The SCPWL PD employed the same number of partitions,
that is, ten partitions in its model for compensation of
the strongly nonlinear PA. As for the secant Volterra PD, a
third-order polynomial was not sufficient for modeling the
stronger nonlinearity of the PA in this case. Instead, a fifth-
order power series was used to model the PA. In this test, the
spectrum analyzer was placed before the down-converter so
that a larger dynamic range can be observed (cf. Section 5.3).

The performance of the two PDs in the strongly nonlin-
ear case is shown in Figure 8. The secant Volterra PD achieves
an ACPR improvement of approximately 10 dB compared
to 12 dB improvement in the weakly nonlinear case. The
SCPWL PD outperforms the secant Volterra PD by approx-
imately 5 dB at the best case, resulting in an ACPR reduc-
tion of 15 dB. These results may be explained by the numer-
ical problem posed by the higher-order polynomial which
leads to inaccurate modeling of the stronger compressive be-
haviour. In this case, a piecewise linear function offers better
numerical properties for least-squares fitting.

Note that the PDs are ineffective outside of the 20 MHz
mask (marked by the dashed line) of the down-converter fil-
ter since the PDs are modeled from the bandlimited IO data
(i.e., IMD of fifth order and above cannot be compensated).

A relatively large IBO of 3 dB is necessary to level the in-
band power of the uncompensated PA to that of the compen-
sated ones.

7. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION AND REAL-TIME TEST

The real-time test was only performed on the iterative secant-
Volterra PD presented in Section 4.2.1. In this test mode, the
PD has to be first implemented on an FPGA. The implemen-
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Figure 8: Measured power spectra of a PA driven into stronger non-
linear region, comparison of a PA with IBO, secant Volterra PD, and
SCPWL PD.

tation design is intended for demonstrating the implemen-
tation feasibility of the PD algorithm. Therefore, the com-
plexity is intentionally kept minimal, where only the AM/AM
characteristic of the PA is considered and is modeled using a
simple Taylor series with two coefficients.

In the following subsection, the implementation of the
iterative secant Volterra PD on the FPGA is described.
The resource optimisation for the FPGA implementation
and the fixed-point error analysis are performed before
the actual implementation on the FPGA and are discussed
in Section 7.2. The real-time test results are presented in
Section 7.3.

7.1. FPGA implementation of the secant Volterra PD

In the implementation design, the PA is modeled with a Tay-
lor series with first and third-order coefficients, given as

y[n] = N(z[n]
) = θ1z[n] + θ3z[n]

∣
∣z[n]

∣
∣2

= (θ1
∣
∣z[n]

∣
∣ + θ3

∣
∣z[n]

∣
∣3)

e j arg (z[n]),
(29)

where z[n] and y[n] are the input and output signal of
the PA, respectively. Only two real-valued model parameters
have to be estimated. It is clear that only third-order IMD
products can be captured with this PA model. The two pa-
rameters θ1 and θ3, along with the intended linear gain g
are determined in the modeling part performed in the host
computer using a MATLAB program. These parameters are
needed as input to the FPGA.

Figure 9 illustrates the implementation of one iteration
of the secant Volterra PD algorithm in (20). This iterative
algorithm determines the output signal z[n] of the secant
Volterra PD. Note that in our implementation, the compu-
tation of N(z[n]) is embedded in the the function T(z[n]).
The calculation requires the PA model parameters θ1 and θ3,
the intended linear gain g, and the PD input signal u[n] ob-
tained from the modeling part. The required division in the
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Figure 9: One iteration of the secant Volterra PD in detail.

algorithm is approximated with the Newton-Raphson itera-
tive procedure in order to keep the complexity as low as pos-
sible. The details of this division algorithm are given in the
appendix.

Figure 10 shows a graphical illustration of three iterations
of the PD algorithm implemented on the FPGA. The first
stage of the iteration starts with the two initial values z0[n] =
u[n] and z−1[n] = 0. The signal T(z−1[n]) = −g·u[n] since
N(z−1[n]) = 0. As the product g·u[n] is already determined
for each iteration, the initial value of T(z−1[n]) = T(0) re-
quires effectively only a sign change. The following two stages
require the output signal and the function T calculated from
their previous stages together with the product g·u[n]. The
dashed line shows the feedback path which has to be imple-
mented if PA models with memory are considered (not done
in this implementation).

7.2. Fixed-point error analysis and
resource optimization

The FPGA used in our implementation is the XC2V1000 Xil-
inx Virtex-2 FPGA [43]. The Xilinx Vertex-2 provides a total
of forty multipliers which are implemented as hard macros.2

These multipliers are optimized with respect to power con-
sumption and speed. Therefore, the device is suitable for de-
signs that require high clock rates, for example, algorithms
that process signals with large bandwidths. The maximum
bit width of these multipliers is 17 bits for unsigned values. In
this design, 17 bits are used and the algorithm calculates the
sign separately. Before the PD algorithm is implemented on
the FPGA, the algorithm performed with fixed-point arith-
metic is simulated for fixed-point error analysis. The algo-
rithm needs to be optimized to obtain a balance between
the fixed-point error and the usage of the limited resources
(number of multipliers) provided by the FPGA.

At a glance from Figure 9, each iteration of the algo-
rithm in (20) requires nine multiplications, in which three
are needed for the implementation of the divider. However,
the product g·u[n] in the function Tu(z[n]) need only to be

2 Hard macros are unchangeable parts of programmable logic devices.

calculated in the initial stage as discussed in the last subsec-
tion. Therefore, after the initial stage, each iteration requires
eight multiplications. With the forty multipliers, a maximum
of four iterations can be accommodated.

Next, a Simulink model of the algorithm is implemented
with 17-bit operands and fixed-point arithmetic. The out-
put signal is compared to that generated by the same algo-
rithm executed with floating-point double-precision arith-
metic. With a multitone test signal, a third-order PA model
as in (29), and with three iterations of the secant algorithm
(20), the maximum relative error between the calculated sig-
nals in fixed-point precision and floating-point precision is
only 1.7% [45].

Finally, three iterations of the algorithm are implemented
in VHDL. A final VHDL simulation using ModelSim is per-
formed before implementation on the FPGA [45]. The simu-
lation provides a cycle-true and bit-true computation of the
predistorted signal. Figure 11 shows a measurement result on
the mildly nonlinear PA (cf. also Figure 7). The PA was ex-
cited with predistorted signals calculated in Matlab and the
ModelSim simulation of the VHDL description. No perfor-
mance loss due to the fixed-point error can be observed from
the results.

7.2.1. FPGA resources

The developed PD design can be clocked with a maximum
clock frequency of 133 MHz. Approximately 50% of the
FPGA resources are used in the above implementation. The
remaining resources can be used for further enhancements,
for example, to support PA models with memory and/or PA
models with higher-order nonlinear terms.

7.3. Measurement results: real-time test

The secant Volterra PD which was implemented on the
FPGA as presented in Section 7.1 is tested in the real-time
mode. Each input sample is predistorted by the PD in real-
time. In this test, the PA is driven into a mildly nonlinear
region where significant third-order IMD is observed, but
fifth-order IMD is not significant.

The linearisation performance of the real-time secant
Volterra PD is compared to that of the offline secant Volterra
PD which was implemented in MATLAB (floating-point pre-
cision). Figure 12 shows the measurement results. No signifi-
cant performance loss can be observed in the real-time FPGA
implementation. Both the offline PD and real-time PD show
excellent linearisation performance—an ACPR suppression
of up to 15 dB is achieved.

The power loss in terms of required power back-off of
an uncompensated PA is demonstrated in Figure 13. The un-
compensated PA is backed off to achieve an equal ACPR as
the compensated PA. A large IBO of 9 dB is necessary to re-
duce the ACI to the same level as achieved with the PD, lead-
ing to a significant in-band power loss of approximately 8 dB
compared to the in-band power of the linearised PA. This
proves the efficacy of the implemented PD design.
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VHDL simulation (PD-VHDL Sim.).

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed two digital predistorters (PD) that are
identified from measurement data of a broadband power
amplifier (PA). A measurement testbed was built for rapid
prototyping of the proposed PDs. The first PD is based
on the simplicial canonical piecewise linear (SCPWL) func-
tion which is capable only of compensating amplitude-
to-amplitude (AM/AM) distortion. The second PD uses a
Volterra model for modeling the nonlinearities, offering
the possibility to include memory effect compensation. The
SCPWL-PD is identified using a least-squares (LS)-based al-
gorithm. Due to the linear affine property of the function, the
computational complexity of the identification algorithm is
significantly reduced. As for the Volterra model PD, the pre-
inverse model is difficult to identify. Therefore, an iterative
method, namely, the secant method for root-finding, is used
for the identification of the Volterra model PD.

Two test modes were set up for the proposed PDs,
namely, the offline mode and the real-time mode. In the of-
fline test mode, the PDs are identified in a host computer us-
ing the identification algorithms programmed in MATLAB.
Then the excitation signal is predistorted in the host com-
puter and transferred to the memory for transmission again.
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Figure 12: Measured output spectra at 70 MHz IF: comparison of
IBO and digital predistortion (secant Volterra PD) in offline and
real-time modes.

This mode allows quick assessment of the PD performance.
Both the SCPWL-PD and the Volterra PD are tested in this
mode. The performance of the two PDs were evaluated on a
mildly nonlinear PA and a strongly nonlinear PA. The mildly
nonlinear PA exhibits only third-order intermodulation dis-
tortion (IMD) while the latter exhibits mild fifth-order IMD.
It is observed that the SCPWL-PD performs better in the
strong nonlinear case. This result reflects the numerical in-
stability that polynomial models pose when modeling strong
nonlinearity. Modelling inaccuracy leads to PD performance
loss.

In the real-time test mode, the Volterra model PD identi-
fied using the secant method was implemented on a fixed-
point arithmetic FPGA Xilinx Virtex-2 XC2V1000. In or-
der to evaluate the implementation feasibility of the itera-
tive method, the complexity of the model is kept minimal.
A memoryless third-order power series was used and three
iterations of the secant method were implemented on the
FPGA. Only 50% of the FPGA resources were used in this
implementation. Besides implementation feasibility and per-
formance evaluation, this test mode also allows to compare
the performance of fixed-point arithmetic and floating-point
arithmetic for PD implementation. No significant perfor-
mance loss in terms of adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR)
is observed in the fixed-point arithmetic implementation as
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Figure 13: Measured output spectra at 70 MHz IF: comparison of
IBO and digital predistortion with the secant Volterra PD (real-
time) for achieving equal out-of-band distortions.

Table 1: Starting values for the Newton-Raphson method applied
for performing a division 1/d, d being represented by four bits and
interpreted as a fractional number.

k Ik Exact value, x = 1/d Starting value, x0= 2k−1

1
[

5
8

, 1
] [

8
5

, 1
]

20 = 1

2
[

3
8

,
4
8

] [
8
3

, 2
]

21 = 2

3
2
8

4 22 = 4

4
1
8

8 23 = 8

compared to the floating-point arithmetic implementation
(MATLAB program).

Overall, both the PDs show good linearisation perfor-
mance. In compensating the mildly nonlinear PA, both the
PDs were able to reduce the ACPR by approximately 15 dB
with the Volterra PD performing slightly better. However,
when the PA is driven to a stronger nonlinear region, the
performance of the Volterra model PD degraded by approx-
imately 5 dB leading to an ACPR reduction of 10 dB while
the performance of the SCPWL-PD remains the same. We
have also shown that in order for the uncompensated PA to
match the ACPR level of the compensated PA output, an IBO
of 9 dB is required leading to an in-band power loss of 8 dB
in the transmitted signal. This in turn indicates the power
efficiency to gain a PD can provide for systems that require
linear transmission.

APPENDIX

A. APPROXIMATIONOF THE DIVISION

The FPGA provides optimised hardware multipliers but does
not provide optimised hardware dividers. The XILINX Logi-

Core library provides an IP-core for a divider implementa-
tion [46] but it proves to be too costly in terms of resources.
Therefore, an alternative method, based on the Newton-
Raphson root-finding algorithm, is used [45]. If a division

r = n

d
= n· 1

d
= n·x (A.1)

has to be performed, the task is to calculate x = 1/d and
multiply the result with the numerator n. Rearranging terms
gives

d − 1
x
= f (x) = 0, (A.2)

which can be solved with the Newton-Raphson method

xi+1 = xi −
f (xi)
f ′(xi)

= xi(2− dxi), i ≥ 0, x0 given. (A.3)

The convergence rate of the Newton-Raphson algorithm is
quadratic, therefore, it can be expected that few iterations are
sufficient. Further, the starting value x0 can be chosen freely
and, thus, a list of optimised starting values can be produced.
Based on the value of d, the optimal value x0 can be chosen. If
x0 is further chosen to be a power of two, the multiplications
with x0 reduce to cheap shift-operations. In this way, the first
iteration x1 is computed without a multiplication.

The range of the possible values for fractional numbers,3

which are used in this design, is divided into N − 1 inter-
vals Ik ≡ [2−k + Δ; 2−(k−1)], k = 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1, Δ being the
resolution Δ= 2−(N−1). The starting-value x0 for each inter-
val is then chosen to be x0= 2k−1 if d ∈ Ik, thus, at the up-
per limit of the interval, the correct result is obtained with
the starting value. Table 1 shows an example list of starting
values, assuming that the number d is given by a fractional
1.3 two-complement representation and only positive values,
ranging from 1 to Δ are taken into account. The resolution
(or numerical value of the least significant bit) in this case is
Δ= 2−3 = 1/8.

It can be shown that with these starting-values the
Newton-Raphson algorithm is guaranteed to converge [48].
An error analysis [48] shows that after the second iteration,
the relative error ε2 = (x2 − x)/x is only 6.25%. The arith-
metic cost for the division, if two iterations are performed,
is only two multiplications (the multiplications with the ini-
tial value in the first iteration are shift operations) and three
subtractions. With the multiplication of the numerator, three
multiplications in total are necessary.
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